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.\bstraet. In this p Iper we introduce a method of encoding the ct3mputation f an alternating TM 
into a logical theory. The efficiency of the embedding we give together with the decision 
procedures, using Ehrenfencht games, which have been developed over the past few years, yield 
precise lower bounds for many decidable theories. In this paper we apply our technique explicitly to 
the theory of reals with addition; however, it should be clear that the techniques apply directly to 
other theories as well. 
We also outline the proof of a general theorem, motivated by a comment of A. R. Meyer and 
discovered independently by A. R. Meyer and L. Stockmeyer, which allows us to obtain a recent 
result of Bruss and Meyer directly from our precise characterization of RA. 
1. Introduction 
Over the past few years there has been a large amount of work on the problem of 
establishing the precise resource requirements of decidable mathematical theories. 
Two classical theories which have received considerable attention are Presburger 
Arithmetic (PA), i.e. the theory of natural numbers with addition, C, and 0; and the 
theory of reals with addition C, and 0 (RA). 
Up until now, these theories have resisted efforts to establish their precise resource 
requirements. The lower bounds on the complexity of these theories are due tc the 
work of Fischer and Rabin [6]. The upper bounds have undergone a series of 
improvements, culminating with the work of Ferrante and Rackoff [S]. In both PA 
and RA the differences between the upper and lower bounds have been essentially 
the difference between time and tape. The mair result of this paper is a precise 
characterization of the complexity of these two thee lries. These results suggest hat 
these theories (and other complex theories as well) may not have precise complexity 
characterizations in terms of the usual time and tape measures. 
Logicians have long been aware of the importance of the minimum quantifier 
depth in the definition of a set as a measure of the complexity (in their case the degree 
of undecidability) of the set. Stockmeyer and Meyer [3] ha,ve observed that, at least 
formally, there is a similar hierarchy of sets expressible by various numbers of 
polynomial bounded quantifiers in front of a polynomial time predicate. 
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In this paper we define a complexity measure of three parameters which enables us 
to generalize the polynomial time hierarchy. We find that in this measure PA and RA 
are both complete for a ‘diagonal class’. This measure is closely related to the notion 
of alternation in the work of Chandra, Kozen and Stockmeyer [4], and by using their 
results we are able to see how these ‘diagonal classes’ relate to the standard time and 
tape classes. We see that these new classes probably do not correspond to auy of the 
well known time or tape classes. 
2. Measure 
In this section we introduce a new measu;L.e onthe complexity of a computation by 
a single-tape alternating TM. Our measure takes into account he three components 
of the complexity of such a computation: space, time, and alternation depth. 
Since alternation is a new concept we will give a brief, informal definition of an 
alternating machine, for precise definitions see [4]. 
The computation of an alternating machine produces a binary computation tree 
just as a non-deterministic machine does. Associated with an alternating machine 
there is a function g : states + { A , v ). This function labels the computation tree and 
allows us to define acceptance inductively on the height of the finite subtree 7’~,~ 
defined here. 
TM,, is any minimal, finite subtree of the full computation tree (if one exists) with 
the following properties: 
(1) 7’M,X contains the root, 
(2) if one son of a node of the computation tree is in TM,xr then all sons of that node 
are also, 
(3) the root of T M,x is an accepting node when acceptance is defined by the 
algorithm which follows. 
If the tree is of height 0, i.e. a single node, the node is an accepting node iff the state 
associated with the node is an accepting state. If the tree is of height IZ + 1, and the 
state of the root node is q, there are two cases: 
(1) if g(q) = v , then the root node is an accepting node iff either of its sons are 
accepting nodes, 
(2) if g(q) = A, then the root node is an accepting node iff both of its sons are 
accepting nodes. 
A machine Mi accepts an input x iff a subtree TM,~, as defined above, exists. 
The alternation depth of the computation tree of M on x is defined as follows 
{where T,, is as above): 
Alt-depth 
# (P) = I(i 
! TM,r) = max{ # (p) : p is a path from root to a leaf of TM,~}, 
IDi is on path p, IDi+ follows IDi on path p, 
g(state(IDi)) # g(state(IDi+,))}l. 
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The time of the alternating computation of 1M on x is the height of T&. The space 
of the alternating computation of M on x is the maximum size of an ID in TM,x. Note 
time and space are not identical to the usual flotations for non-deter,ministic 
machines. 
We now define the combined space, time, alternation measure. STA( . , l , . ). We 
say that a set A is in the class STA(s(n), r(n), a(n)) if there is single-tape, alternating 
TM, Mi, which accepts A and has the following properties: 
(1) max{space(7”,,x) Ilength = n}~ s(n), 
(2) max{time( TM,,*) 1length(x) = n} s t(n), 
(3) max{Alt-depth(7’Mi.x)~length(x)=n}<a(n). 
Where, if a(n) = 0, we interpret condi:iJn (3) to be satisfied iff TMi,* has no nodes of 
degree 2, i.e. Mi is a deterministic machine. 
Although in our work we shall always refer to the roots of computation trees as if 
they were labeled with an L , we do not, in general, require this to be the case. This 
guarantees that appropriately chosen STA complexity classes are closed under 
complement. It is, of course, possible to consider classes where we require 
g(qini:) = V. 
We use a ‘*’ to indicate no limit in the given coordinate. E.g., 
STA(n, *, l)= U STA(n, c”, I!. 
c>l 
It should be clear that we can alter machines so that they have the following 
properties: 
(1) each machine has two accepting states qV, q^ such that g(q,) Z g(q,), 
(2) each machine has an E-transition qV + q,, and one qA + qv. 
We should also point out that the classes defined by our measure, relate to the 
usual time and space classes in the following straightforward manner: 
P = ,u, STA(*, d, 0), 
3 
PSPACE = U STA(*, n k, n k ), 
krl 
LJ DSPACE(T(n)k)= U STA(*, T(n)k, TV), 
kal kB1 
u DTIN;IE(T(R)~)= u STA(*, T(#, 0). 
kal k-1 
In this section we define the embedding 
STA(*, 2”, n)+ RA. 
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In the embedding we further restrict our machines so that every ID with 
state(ID) z accepting state has the property that there exists an ID’ for which: 
(1) ID + ID’ in less than 2” steps, and 
(2) g(state(ID)) # g(state(ID’)). 
By choosing the machines to satisfy this property, we do not alter the set which we 
can embed in RA. The machine, 1M, we refer to is an alternating TM which runs in 
time 27 n alternations, and satisfies the restrictions above. In order to do this we 
must define a predicate P&Y, y, z, w ) with two properties: 
(1) Pi(x, y, 0,O) iff x and y are 2” bit integers which encode ID’s of a computation 
of M, there is a sequence sl, . . . , s,- of ID’s of A4 such that si = X, si = y, j < 2”, Vm 
Is~J<~“, Vm (sm +sln+l by one step of AO, Vm < j g(s,) = &A and g(q) it gtsd, 
(2) PA ’ , l 9 z, {:‘}) iff z is a 2” bit integer which encodes the root of an accepting 
computation tree of alternation depth less than or equal to i, and g(state(2 )) = {i). 
We will define P,, inductively. PO is constructed entirely through the methods of 
Fischer and Rabin [6]. We construct a predicate SJX, y) which is satisfied only if x 
and y satisfy the first property required by Pia We can then define PO by 
Pdx, y, z, w) = rz =o A w=o A S,(x,y)] 
v [z f 0 A w = 0 A S,, (z, accept, )] 
V [Z # (1 A W = 1 A vlf [ls,,(Z, lf) V If = accept,,]]. 
Since our machines are modified to have a unique tape configuration when they enter 
an accepting state this predicate is easy to construct. For the details of how to 
construct S, (x, y ) see [6], for an outline of the construction see [ 11. 
We now define Pi by 
Pi (My, J’, f, W ) s [Z = O A W = O A Pi- 1 (x, J’, O, (I)] 
v [Z Z () A U’ =i) A 3~11 [fi-l(Z* 1419 O, O) A Pi-l((), Oq 111, 1 l]] 
V[Z#()A W=l 
From the definition of the time used by an alternating machine we see that if a 
machine runs in STA(*, 2”, n ), then although the machine altered to include F-moves 
from the accepting states will no longer run in time 2” the predicate P,, which we 
construct from it will make P,, (0, 0, start config. of A4 on X, 0) valid if and only if the 
original machine accepts x. 
Pi as written grows in size as 5’ ; however, by using the abbreviation trick of 
Fischer, Meyer and Stockmeyer we can write it in the following equivalent forms: 
First put in prenex normal form 
311, h2([Z = 0 A U’ = 0 A P,-1(.X, ‘, 0, (I)] 
v [It’ =() A Pi-l(Z, 111, 0% (b) ,A Pi-1(0, 0, 111, l)] 
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and then using the abbreviation trick [8, p. 189~1901 write it equivalently as: 
3Ul v242 3y1 l l l ys((z=O A w=o A yt=l) 
v (w=O ft y2=1 A y3=1) v (,:*=l r\ (yqfl v ys=l)) 
v Vd, l dqVy[[(d,=x A dZ=y A &=o A &=O A y=yl) 
v (d,=r A d2=u, A d3=0 I\ d/-a, A y=y2) 
v (dl=O n dZ=O A d3=u1 A &=l I\ 4’=y3) 
v (dl=t n d2=u2 A d3=0 I\ d4=0 A y=y4) 
v (d,=O h dZ=O A d3=u2 /\ d4=0 /\ u=yS)] 
* (y = 1) * Pi-l(dl, d2, d.3, dd)]}* 
When expanding P. r-l we must use new variables for do, . . . , d4; however, in 
expanding Pi-2 we are able to reuse d,, . . . _ d4. This al!ows us to use merely a 
bounded number of variables and so we see that 
size(f&=cn +size(S,)scln. 
This completes the embedding of STA(*, 2”, n) into RA. 
In the construction and size analysis of the formula Pn only two features of RA 
were used. First, we used the fact that a formulct S,, of linear size could be constructed 
to satisfy our requirements in defining PO. Second, we used the fact that a single 
variable could hold the description of an ID of the computation. 
Other theories satisfy these criterion. For example, Presburger arithmetic satisfies 
both requirements and an identical construction shows 
STA(*, 2”“, n ) + Presburger arithmetic 
via maps computable in polynomial tinme which increase lengths by a constant factor. 
We feel that this result is basically a characterization of the power of unrestricted 
quantification and we suggest hat analogous results will be found to hold for other 
theories. 
The main result of this section may be restated: 
Theorem 1. For eoery set, A, in STA(*, 2”, n ) there is a map fA, computable in 
polynomial time, and a constant cA such that 
A + RA oia fA and Vx (IfA( < CA l 1x1). 
4. Upper bounds 
Ferrante and Rackoff [S] have shown that it is possible to determine the truth of a 
sentence in RA by merely checking the sentence and limiting the variables to range 
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over particular subsets of the rational numbers whose numerators and denominators 
are integers of less than 2”” bits for some c. This result implies RA E STA(*, 2’“, n) 
for some c. 
5. Limited alternation 
It has been observed by the author and independently by Meyer and Stockmeyer 
[9] thatthere is a c such that 
STA(2”, 2”‘, 1) c STA(2’“, 2”‘, cn) (1) 
and also 
STA(2”, 2n2, n) c STA(2’“, 2”‘, err). (2) 
We may see that (1) holds by observing that a computation of a machine in 
STAQ”, 2”‘, 1) may be represented as the frontier of a tree of height n which has 
branching of degree 2” at every level. Such a tree can also be thought of as the 
computation tree of a machine in STA(2”‘, 2’“, cn). We can obtain a proof of Bruss 
and Meyer’s result through a formalization of this argument. 
(2) follows from (1) and the methods of Section 3. 
We have obtained hierarchy results for this measure [2] and these results together 
with observation (1) above yield an extension of Bruss and Meyer’s result [3] to: 
Theorem 2. Thei-e is a c > 1 such that any alterwting algorithm for RA uses either: 
(1) cn space, 
(2) cn2 time, 
(3) Q(n) alternations. 
Bruss and Meyer had previously obtained the above result for non-deterministic 
algorithms. 
Our second observation above yields an interesting result: 
Theorem 3. UC,, STA(2’“, 2’“‘, CIZ) = UC:-1 STA(2”‘, 2”‘, 4. 
This is in contrast o the fact that 
u DTIhIE(2c’2) 2 u DTIME(2”‘). 
c>l c=-1 
One might hope that an increase in any coordinate of the STA measure would 
yield a new class, the above suggests that this may not be true. 
Conclusion 
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We have introduced a new method for obtaining precise bounds on theories. This 
method relates the 2ower of quantification i arbitrary theories to the power of 
alternation in tr Y’M computation. 
The power of the method suggests hat it may be worthwhile to study the STA 
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